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About This Game

The world is afflicted with a mysterious disease known as "The Enigma."
Chester, infected with this disease, finds himself washed onto a lonely island, Carlyle.

As he is being given a tour of the island by the girl who nursed him back to health, Chester finds himself feeling that something
is off.

There are no doctors from the mainland. Not only is there no information of the outside world, but the inhabitants seem entirely
oblivious of the worldwide epidemic.

---It's as if this place has been completely removed from the rest of the world.

After a while, Chester finds a conspicuous white forest in the middle of a green expanse.

"That forest devours people. That's what I believe."

The forest's name is Enigma.
The same as the disease consuming his body.

Game Features:

Unravel the mysteries of a fantasy world
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Multiple Endings

Beautiful original soundtrack
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The Polynomial is a 3D space shooter that uses your music and has a fractal scenery. You'll trip your face off! I suggest playing
this game to electro music (house, dubstep, trance, etc.) If you don't want to use your music, it comes with a 50 minute
soundtrack.

"SEE YOU SPACE COWBOY...". Short but nice . And works on XP btw. Logic gathering, nice music.. 10\/10 would drive
again. So i played like the first map and it felt after 3 waves boring as hell you shot zombies in the head on a small map like
really small smaller than Nuketown you can outrun the zombies with ease so they not a real danger i played till wave 15 and
never lost so much hp i had medpacks at max so i could heal myself up if i loose hp but like every wave you get like 3 medpacks
atleast in your way grenades are op zombies are stupid and yeah im going to refund this piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665its not worth 15\u20ac i don't know how this game landed in steam with that price
you got like 6 maps 3 are just the same map with different times the others i don't really know didn't want to go through there.
Fun game.

I've only played the single-player version so far, but I bet it's really good as a local multiplayer game, too.. Give me a DLC
where the MC comes back in the most badass way possible and everyone is Shocked - I'll be happy forever.. I absolutely love
this game and especially the mechanics in it. What has been put in this game has been very well done and is quite impressive.
The game still has a few flaws (random negative wallet balances/ore counts) but the game is going somewhere and there are
constant updates.

When this game is completely finished and released as a full game it will be a beautiful game and will beat any other space sims
just because of how they are targetting what a great space sim needs and actually getting content out for the player base to mess
with and actually play the game.

Open Universe - Build ships/stations - Clean graphics and gameplay (very smooth) - Unique mechanics (mining is awesome)

Definitely worth the money and a try. Don't expect perfection, but it will impress.. Very good hidden object game.
Nice graphic and sounds.
You can earn achievements.
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I have played probably something like 20 hours on my Wii when I first got this game. To this day it still is one of my favourite
games. However this PC port has more than a few glitches or bugs, sometimes causing the level to be uncompleteable. Still it is
a very good game that I recommend fully.. Doesn't actually run, at all.. Do I think this is a good game? In some respects, yes.
The bikes are fairly hard to handle as you move up the classes (as it should be) and the tracks are actually kinda fun. However,
they need to put the difficultly up to a point where you're doing well to be midfield on a midfeild bike. The AI drops around
1.5-2 seconds in race trim, while yourself can keep the same laptimes. Takes away from a lot of good battles. Frustratingly, in
the wet, the game is horrible. No realism, too much grip (even on pro mode) and not enough sliding. Ruins all the positive
points.. Pretty interesting game.
It is a mix of stealth, survival horror, escape the labyrinth and first person shooter.
I really like the creepy ambience it provide and the creativity behind it.
What I don't like about it is how enemys can sometimes see me through walls even tough I'm not doing any noise.
It can be annoying, especially considering the fact it is a stealth game, but a least they have really good sound cues and it doesn't
alway happen so I wouldn't say it is game breaking.

Edit : I corrected some spelling mistakes.. Pudding is a hell of a drug.. Outstanding game, i love it... may be old but its packs one
hell of a punch, these are the games they need to make more of, present games are getting pretty sloppy and repetative.
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